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The formation of large wood (LW) accumulations during floods represents a major hazard for constricted river
cross-sections, e.g. bridges andweirs, as it affectsflow hydraulics and sediment transport. To better assess LWac-
cumulations, reliable strategies and techniques are required. There are currently practical limits on monitoring
accumulation configurations. Both laser scans and photogrammetric techniques can be used to scan the outer
contours of LW accumulations, but cannot practically assess the wood content and porosity. Details of the
outer deposit are captured in high resolution, but the core of the deposit remains occluded, and estimation is nec-
essary. This becomes more challenging for deposits of increasing size (relative to wood elements). To develop a
more efficient workflow for LW accumulation assessment in the field, we performed a laboratory study to de-
velop a relationship between the envelope volume of water-worked LW jams during a single flood hydrograph
and the volume of woody elements within (explicitly accounting for porosity). We used photogrammetric tech-
niques, now in common use for reconnaissance surveys of debris accumulations, on wood accumulations scaled
for the laboratory. The study's aim is to develop a semi-automated assessment method, enabling efficient image
acquisition, processing and computation of LW accumulation volume. Using a multi-camera array above the lab-
oratory channel, and applying Structure fromMotion photogrammetry, we developed 3Dmodels for 16 experi-
mental flow-formedwood accumulations, eachwith N50 individual wooden dowels. No correlations were found
between porosity and flowmagnitude; porosity was found to be similar for most deposits (~66%). As a result of
this accumulation structure, the envelope volume used in 3D and 2.5D photogrammetric methods tended to
overestimate wood content by 3× and 2.6×, respectively. The results obtained here will contribute to a more re-
liable volumetric assessment for inventories of wood mass in river systems.

© 2020 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

1.1. Large wood (LW) accumulations in rivers

Management concerns regarding large wood (LW) in rivers are
raised more frequently in New Zealand (Cave et al., 2017; Phillips
et al., 2018) and other parts in the world (Ruiz-Villanueva et al.,
2019), especially in steep forested catchments, where in-stream wood
may exhibit dynamic transport and accumulation processes during
floods (Naiman et al., 2002; Comiti et al., 2016; Spreitzer et al., 2019a).
While abundance of LW in stream systems is a natural component of
fluvial habitats and ecosystems (Wohl et al., 2016), exceptionally high
rates of in-stream wood, which is often produced by natural disasters
(e.g. wind through, fires, snow avalanches, landslides) or forestry activ-
ities, poses a hazard for river crossing infrastructure (Piegay et al., 1999;
Lassettre and Kondolf, 2012; Schmocker and Weitbrecht, 2013), and
itzer),
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human populations as a consequence of obstructed infrastructure
(Mazzorana et al., 2011; Comiti et al., 2016; Gschnitzer et al., 2017).
Once LW enters the channel, it may be mobilised and transported
downstream, strongly depending on log geometries in relation to flow
depth (Bilby and Ward, 1989; Abbe et al., 1993). Often the transported
LW ends up in an accumulation together with smaller organic fine ma-
terial (OFM) and sediments, showing a broad range of packing ratios in-
side the accumulation matrix (porosity). Previous research has shown
that LW accumulation formation and frequency is strongly influenced
by channel width, log diameter, log length, forest type and age (Likens
and Bilby, 1982; Gregory et al., 1993; Gurnell et al., 2002; Abbe and
Montgomery, 2003; Warren et al., 2009).

Flowmagnitude (Ruiz-Villanueva et al., 2016c) and channel obstruc-
tions at constricted cross-sections, such as at bridge piers (Rusyda,
2015; Panici and de Almeida, 2018), standing vegetation (Gurnell
et al., 2002; Bertoldi et al., 2013; Bertoldi et al., 2015), and already
existing LW formations in the channel (Abbe and Montgomery, 1996;
Welber et al., 2013; Bertoldi et al., 2014), are assumed to be dominant
factors for the formation of LW jams, besides the available quantity of
LW (Keller and Swanson, 1979) and its transport regime (e.g.
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uncongested, congested and hypercongested (Braudrick et al., 1997;
Ruiz-Villanueva et al., 2019)). Depending on the packingmatrix, LW ac-
cumulations are posing high risk to redirect flow as ‘deflector jams’
(Abbe and Montgomery, 2003; Lassettre and Kondolf, 2012), reshaping
of channel-bed topography, including scouring processes beneath an
accumulation (Melville and Dongol, 1992; Schalko et al., 2019b) and
sedimentation in the upstream reach of the obstruction (Marston,
1982; Mao et al., 2008; Spreitzer et al., 2018; Spreitzer et al., 2020b in
Review). Beyond a certain threshold of channel obstruction and inter-
weaving of woody elements, detectable backwater effects begin to
occur. The effects of LW accumulations on backwater buildup have
been studied (Hartlieb, 2017; Schalko et al., 2019a), yet variations in
composition and proportion of retained materials, as well as accumula-
tion porosity, are difficult to quantify for existing LW obstructions. Pre-
vious studies found that backwater effects develop as a consequence of
stream power reduction (Knauss, 1995; Ruiz-Villanueva et al., 2016b),
conveyance loss (Gippel et al., 1996; Gschnitzer et al., 2017) and rough-
ness of LW (Maser et al., 1988; Buffington and Montgomery, 1999).
However, interstitial space inside an accumulation body has to be
accounted for, as well, and this can change due to dynamic forces (e.g.
compression and relaxation) and clogging processes with additional
retainedmaterials (Livers et al., 2015). In general, four types of LWaccu-
mulations have been identified (Wallerstein et al., 1997), each showing
variation in composition and packing matrix that affect flow hydraulics
and channel morphology. Accumulation porosity is an important pa-
rameter for the assessment of jam formations, from monitoring to
modelling (Manners et al., 2007; Boivin and Buffin-Bélanger, 2010),
and varies significantly across studies. While a few studies have esti-
mated log jam porosity to be in a range of 13 to 90% (Thevenet et al.,
1998; Sanhueza et al., 2019), most studies revealed porosity parameters
between 25 and 70% (Livers et al., 2015; Dixon, 2016). Log geometry
governs porosity of accumulation skeletons, while the packing matrix
varies with the aspect ratio (e.g. diameter/length) of the structural
members (Zhang et al., 2006; Li et al., 2010).

Depending on moisture content density, and age of wooden pieces
(Ruiz-Villanueva et al., 2016a), an entire LWaccumulation canfloat dur-
ing flood events, while settling and changing its structure with decreas-
ing water level. Both scenarios, floating as well as settled LW
accumulations, may affect flow and channel morphology for each of
the flow regimes, as LW accumulation porosity changes. Investigations
into log retention and jam formation at bridge piers and decks have re-
vealed important insights into accumulation processes (Diehl, 1997;
Gschnitzer et al., 2017; De Cicco et al., 2018; Panici and de Almeida,
2018). A laboratory study conducted by Schalko et al. (2019b) in partic-
ular demonstrates the effects of a floating dowel accumulation on scour
development at a LW retention rack. However, there is still limited un-
derstanding of the characteristic packing arrangements for a given LW
structure (e.g. compactness (ratio of solid matter to the bulk volume),
porosity (ratio of void volume to the bulk volume)), especially in the
presence of high drag resistance (peak discharge) and during the relax-
ation phase at the recession limb of a hydrograph. Estimating LW accu-
mulation porosity is challenging, as precise information about
accumulation volumes is required.

1.2. Mapping of LW accumulations

Although the importance and need for volumetric measures of LW
accumulations have been frequently addressed in literature (Harmon
et al., 1986; Lienkaemper and Swanson, 1987; Gurnell et al., 2002;
Webb and Erskine, 2003; Manners and Doyle, 2008; Dixon and Sear,
2014; Wohl and Scott, 2017; Martin et al., 2018), accurate assessment
methods available for the estimation of LW volume and accumulation
porosity, are limited to date (Spreitzer et al., 2019b). Conventional vol-
umetric methods often consider manually obtained measurements of
individual logs (Cordova et al., 2006; Andreoli et al., 2007; Manners
et al., 2007; Brown et al., 2014; Dixon and Sear, 2014; Tonon et al.,
2018), or entire accumulations by means of a ‘rectangular’ approach,
measuring the bounding-box of the accumulation body in form of a par-
allelepiped (Thevenet et al., 1998; Andreoli et al., 2007; Boivin et al.,
2015). These methods provide an initial, rough estimation of bulk vol-
ume, yet they are not effective for complex log formations, nor applica-
ble and safe for accumulations in rugged environments or non-wadable
streams. Airborne surveys, via light aircraft or unmanned aerial vehicle
(UAV) (Casado et al., 2015; Rusnák et al., 2018), present a highly advan-
tageous platform for surveying with high resolution image sensors or
LiDAR systems (Rusnák et al., 2018; Sanhueza et al., 2019); this ap-
proach has become more popular and affordable in recent years.

UAV-based photogrammetry provides great potential for mapping
of LW accumulations, yet the resolution has to be sufficiently detailed
to resolve individual LW pieces in the point cloud model (Spreitzer
et al., 2019b), and distinguish between gravel and wood particles of
similar optical characteristics (Colvard, 1998;Wright et al., 2000). A va-
riety of volumetric techniques are available to progress from a high-
density point cloud to a volumetric meshmodel. By generating the con-
vex hull of thepoints, it is possible to estimate the volumeby voxel tech-
niques (Moskal and Zheng, 2011; Hosoi et al., 2013) or other geometric
estimation methods, such as cutting the object into thin slices along the
z-axis (Chang et al., 2017), and ‘2.5D’ volumetric techniques, which are
based on the vertical projection of the convex hull of the point clouds
onto a 2D raster grid (Remondino, 2003; Sanhueza et al., 2019). The re-
lationship between 2.5D models, 3D meshes, and the true geometric
volume of the wood deposit is difficult to assess, particularly for over-
arching geometries and complex 3D forms. As the size of the accumula-
tion grows, relative to stem diameter and length, there is a proportional
increase in the volume of ‘occluded’material that cannot be determined
from topographic surveys.

Mapping of LW accumulations, including volumetric assessment
and porosity estimates, is challenging due to the complex nature of
jam formations, typically comprising a LW skeleton (Manners and
Doyle, 2008), and void spaces which can be empty or filled with OFM
and sediments (Thevenet et al., 1998; Linstead, 2001). Therefore a ro-
bust image-based methodology, leading to a high quality point cloud
model, will provide a high level of detail in surface texture and geome-
tries (Westoby et al., 2012; Dikovski et al., 2014;Micheletti et al., 2015),
and can significantly increase the success rate of Structure fromMotion
(SfM) photogrammetry for LW applications. A high-quality model will
provide accurate accumulation volume and porosity estimates.

High variability in surface texture and geometry is beneficial for SfM
photogrammetry point-matching algorithms (Maiti and Chakravarty,
2016). However, complex geometries (e.g. multiple intersections of in-
dividual elements, or protruding logs and branches) can also cause the
reconstruction algorithm to fail (Spreitzer et al., 2019b). A rich variety
of surface textures (e.g. grass, sediment, wood) is advantageous for
LW accumulation mapping, as colour filtering can be used to classify
components of the accumulation. Orru et al. (2016) used colour seg-
mentation from surface texture to gain information about spatial and
temporal changes in relative proportions of sand and gravel particles
in a flume study. Furthermore, contrasting surface textures can help to
reveal void volume within the accumulation, where observable from
the surface (Glasbey et al., 1991; Anovitz and Cole, 2015). Methods to
determine area and volume of voids have previously been established
in the field of crystalline materials (Turner et al., 2011). Attempts to es-
timate porosity of soil samples have employed SfM photogrammetry,
geometrical models, and water displacement methods, however, fur-
ther innovations are required to achieve a more reliable outcome
(Seitz et al., 2018).

Recent advances in survey technologies have allowed researchers to
capture topographic details quickly, safely and with remarkable accu-
racy and resolution. New survey techniques, such as LiDAR and SfM,
make it possible to resolve LW accumulations with spatial resolutions
in the range of 150 points/m2 to 1 point/mm2 (Boivin and Buffin-
Bélanger, 2010; Tonon et al., 2014; Grigillo et al., 2015). SfM has been
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demonstrated to deliver point-cloud accuracy that is roughly similar to
that of LiDAR (Mancini et al., 2013; Kaiser et al., 2014; Ružić et al., 2014),
at a much lower cost, although it is not able to penetrate leafy vegeta-
tion and tree canopy in the way that LiDAR does.

1.3. Objectives

Our aim is to assess the volumetric characteristics of relatively coarse
LW accumulations that consist mainly of large structural members. By
forming woody deposits in a flume environment, we can reproduce
the packing arrangement of natural, water-worked structures, albeit
with only themajor ‘skeletal’ elements and none of the finer organic de-
tritus. By comparing three volume estimation approaches, we can
assess themagnitude of ‘occluded geometry’within the core of complex
accumulation models, which is beyond the reach of lasers and optical
sensors. Assessing the porosity of LW accumulations is important for
in-stream wood inventories, as well as assessing the hydraulic charac-
teristics of channel-spanning structures. Less porous structures reduce
river flow capacity, leading to backwater effects (overbank flooding)
and flow diversion towards banks.

We present a solid SfM photogrammetry workflow, such as recently
introduced in the course of a laboratory study, using manually assem-
bled miniature log piles for volume and porosity estimates (Spreitzer
et al., 2020a), that can significantly contribute to an improved assess-
ment strategy of LW accumulation volume, porosity as well as wood
characteristics, which have been identified as important research goals
for future LW projects by Pagliara and Carnacina (2010) and
Gschnitzer et al. (2017). In the present study, we increasedmodel com-
plexity by using water worked LW accumulations in a flume setup and
assessed log jam volume and porosity from aerial-like imagery exclu-
sively. Furthermore, we identify and reconstruct arrangement and
packing structures of major structural elements, which differs from
the matrix of slash, willows and finer material that eventually fill in in-
terstitial space in the log-formation. Finding the characteristic porosity
of the structuralmembers presents a challenging problem, given the dy-
namic nature of river stage: volume estimates taken during low stage
may be different from conditions at high flow. The deposit may become
more tightly enmeshedwhenmaterial is floating and/or compressed by
river flows, while porosity may increase with the relaxation processes
during fallingwater levels. This study provides an essential contribution
to the data acquisition and processing stage of a systematic assessment
framework, which is urgently needed by river managers, engineers and
researchers (Wohl et al., 2016), to better understand and manage LW
accumulations in rivers.

2. Experimental setup

2.1. Hydraulic flume

In theWater Engineering Laboratory at the University of Auckland, a
6 m long and 1.5 m wide hydraulic flume with conveyor-belt feeder,
live-bed conditions, floating material screen and sediment trap was
used to perform LW accumulation experiments (Fig. 1a and b). The
flume is fully integrated into an automated pump system, with a pres-
sure head of 10 m and electro-magnetic flow meters, allowing for
graded flow conditions without intermission. The experimental setup
is fully geometrically scaled at a ratio of 1:15 for in-stream elements
(4–63 mm gravel), as well as simulated LW (wooden dowels), and in-
clined to a slope of 0.02, typical of an upland gravel-bed river reach.
The 75 mm thick active layer of the channel ranges between 0.8 and
1.0 m in width over a slightly meandering course, and is limited by
fixed embankments (8–16 mm gravel-cement-mixture). Channel
banks show an average height of 200 mm. The flume is equipped with
floats, which function as point gauges to measure water levels (shel-
tered from floating wood) at multiple cross-sections along the channel.
Situated 4 m downstream from the inlet, a bridge (1.5 m long,
240 mm wide) crosses the channel; this represents a constricted
cross-section in our laboratory environment, and its central row of
piers is prone to the formation of LW accumulations. The constricted
cross-section was set up with a free board of 240 mm between bridge
deck and channel bed. The row of piers consists of three cylindrical
piles, each 20 mm in diameter.

A 0.55mwide and 3m long conveyor-belt was used for feeding sed-
iment and LW into the channel at the inlet section of the flume. The
feeding system is operated via 12 V DC motor and an intermediate
gear box, reducing conveyor-belt speed while increasing torque and
input accuracy. A control panel with potentiometer allows for speed
control. The discharging speed varies between 3 and 17 mm s−1.
Transported bedload along the flume channel is collected at a down-
stream screen (25 mm grid raster for filtering floating materials e.g.
wooden dowels) and a bedload trap; both are situated at the flume
outlet.

2.2. Wooden dowels

In the course of our LWaccumulation experiments, we usedwooden
dowels made from Pinus radiata (Monterey pine). The dowels have a
mean density of 0.5 g cm−3, similar to wood densities for LW in full-
scale river systems (Ruiz-Villanueva et al., 2016a), and are commonly
used for experiments in a flume environment (Braudrick and Grant,
2000). The cylindrical dowels represent wood logs in their simplest
form (e.g. no rootwad, branches), comparable to de-limbed and topped
tree stems that are introduced as a result of forestry operations. The
dowels were categorized into three size classes and spray-painted ac-
cording to length and diameter (see Table 1). The dowels had diameters
ranging from 6 to 28 mm, and lengths that ranged between 67 and
533 mm (Fig. 1d). The smallest class is considered as ‘fine LW’,
representing woody pieces with a prototype length between 1.0 and
1.5 m and a diameter ranging from 0.09 to 0.15 m. Very large woody
pieces are considered as ‘coarse LW’, representing prototype tree boles
6.0 and 8.0 m in length and 0.18 to 0.42 m in diameter. All organic ma-
terial in-between fine and coarse LW is considered as ‘standard LW’.
Five ‘design’ dowels, with individual colour code (green, yellow, blue,
purple and red), were mixed into the sample for additional analysis
and verification purposes of the applied methodology. The five design
dowels represent a prototype wood log with a length of 4 m and diam-
eter of 0.33 m.

2.3. Imaging and recording equipment

For LW accumulation mapping in the flume, a multi-camera array,
consisting of five high-resolution cameras, was installed on a mobile
platform above the channel (Fig. 1b and c). The platform runs on rails
along the longitudinal axis of the flume. Four cameras were aligned in
square-formation, each edge length being 125 mm, inclined by 15°
from the vertical and focusing towards the channel centreline, with a
fifth camera positioned centrally above the channel. The camera array
covers the entire flume width, oriented such that there is no b84%
image overlap. All cameras are linked to a computer via USB and con-
trolled by a software algorithm in Visual Studio Code, which allows for
adjustment of camera parameters and time-controlled image capture.
The cameras were developed by e-con Systems (Model: See3Cam
CU130) and are equipped with a 13 MP image sensor and a 5.5 mm
lens, allowing for Ultra HD (4 K) resolution at a maximal horizontal
field of view of 58°. The CMOS electronic rolling shutter image sensor,
lens and high-performance image signal processor chip are mounted
on a compact (30 × 30 mm) module board. All the cameras maintain
a fixed focus, which was set manually for each camera to achieve the
best alignment with the flume environment. To allow for optimal light
conditions in the flume, and for elimination of shade from any external



Fig. 1. Experimental setup in the Water Engineering Laboratory at the University of Auckland.
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light sources, four 500 W halogen lights were installed on the mobile
platform facing the flume centre.

In addition to the multi-camera array, two Microsoft Logitech
webcamswere installed to record all experiments. Onewebcam is posi-
tioned at the inlet, facing downstream, whereas the other webcam cap-
tures the bridge section from top.
Table 1
Overview of dimension and quantity of the wooden dowels used in the experimental
setup.

Classification Dowel dimension Number of
dowels

Colour code

Length
(mm)

Diameter
(mm)

521Pcs. 1769
Pcs.

Fine 67 6 210 1050 Natural
100 10 – 310 Black

Standard 133 10 90 90 Natural
200 8 39 39 Red

12 39 39 Red
22 6 6 Red
28 3 3 Red

267 8 51 69 Natural
12 51 108 Natural
22 15 18 Natural
22 Design
Dowel

5 5
Green, Yellow, Blue,
Purple, Red

28 3 7 Natural
Coarse 400 12 – 8 Natural

18 – 3 Blue
22 6 7 Natural
28 3 3 Blue

533 18 – 2 Natural
26 – 2 Blue
3. Methodology

3.1. Experimental procedure

At the outset of the flume experimentation, two calibration
runs were carried out. Three of the five design dowels, which
were manually placed in the channel, were used to assess the per-
formance of the photogrammetry method for individual and
paired wooden dowels. Mapping of individual dowels reduces
the effects of void spaces and enables net volume computation
of the dowel. For the paired dowel formation, one dowel was
placed with perpendicular orientation on top of the other one.
These two initial calibration experiments were performed in
order to capture volumetric properties, which are fundamental
for the assessment of accumulation porosity (Fig. 2a-e).

The experimental series consisted of 23 flume runs, with either
521 or 1769 wooden dowels. The dowels were divided into three
equally-sized lots (one per meter conveyor-belt-length, see
Fig. 1d), and fed via conveyor-belt system at a constant speed of
17 mm s−1. The experimental hydrograph consisted of a base dis-
charge of 4 L s−1, gradually ramping up to a peak discharge of ei-
ther 20, 50 or 75 L s−1 and then back to base discharge again,
over a period of seven minutes for each experimental run. The
first ten runs, each releasing 521 dowels into the channel flow,
had a peak discharge of 20 L s−1. Ten further runs (again with
521 dowels) were then conducted with a magnitude of 50 L s−1.
Next, another three runs, each involving 1769 dowels, were
tested with a peak discharge of 75 L s−1.

Experiments were declared successful if a minimum number of
50 wooden dowels became lodged in an accumulation at the
bridge pier. Successful flume runs were designated as



Fig. 2. Analysis of interceptedmaterials at the critical cross-section (bridge pier), with passing ratio set relative to the total introduced wood (number of wood dowels). LWmaterial was
classified into three groups: fine LW (smaller than 1.5 m), standard LW (2 to 4 m in length), and coarse LW (with a length of 6 m and longer).
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accumulations (A) with sequential numbering. After each experi-
mental run, the dowel accumulation was scanned via multi-
camera array and then manually disassembled for documentation
of the class and number of dowels. All the dowels by-passing the
bridge section during the experimental runs were collected at the
outlet screen.

3.2. Image acquisition

After each experimental run, the flume was drained and five
checker boards, with a grid raster of 25 mm, were placed in the
area of interest. The flow-formed dowel accumulation was then
scanned via multi-camera array. The platform was moved along
the longitudinal axis of the flume, stopping at intervals of
50 mm to capture the 1.5 m long section. Each photographic
dataset comprised a total of 150 images, which were obtained
from 30 stations, covering the study reach with the bridge and
LW accumulation. The time for each image collection and plat-
form relocation interval was set to five seconds, allowing enough
time to move the platform and save images to the computer. The
survey method proved to be very efficient, requiring approxi-
mately five minutes per experiment.
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3.3. Point cloud and mesh generation

Pix4Dmapper (Pix4D Switzerland, 2018), version 4.1.25, a commer-
cially available SfM photogrammetry software package, was used for
point cloud generation. The datasets, each comprising 150 heavily over-
lapping images of the dowel accumulation and bridge section in the
flume, were added to a Pix4D project, in order to reconstruct the 3D
scene. A camera-rig model was created for the five See3Cams of the
multi-camera array, which was saved to the Pix4D database to guaran-
tee the same initial camera parameters for all subsequent point cloud
model generation.

Point cloud processing was achieved in three main steps: (i) initial
tie point generation, (ii) point cloud densification and (iii) orthoimage
and digital surface model (DSM) generation. Our image acquisition
method used the processing template ‘3D Maps’ for model generation,
since four of the cameras were inclined by 15° from the vertical. The
first processing step produced results in an arbitrary coordinate system,
aligned with the flume (longitudinal axis of the flume (x), lateral axis
(y) and vertical axis (z)), since no geodetic data are available in the lab-
oratory. Before point cloud densification, the initial tie point cloud is
scaled, using the checker boards placed in the reach. For the best scaling
outcome, we ensured multiple scaling constraints for each camera
model per checker board. Other point cloud processing settings were
kept as default, allowing for optimal point density and good surface de-
tail, which are important for subsequent surface reconstruction
(meshing). Processing times varied between 2 and 4 h for initial point
cloud generation, 1 to 2 h for point cloud densification and a few mi-
nutes for DSM and Orthoimage generation.

The densified point cloud model was then imported into
CloudCompareV2 (2016) version 2.6.3, to isolate the points comprising
the LW accumulation from background features using the ‘Segmenta-
tion’ tool. It has been shown that this tool works particularly well for
LW photogrammetry and point cloud processing applications
(Spreitzer et al., 2019b), as segmentation is easily possible with the po-
lygonal lasso tool. In order to pre-clean the point cloud selection,we ap-
plied statistical outlier removal (SOR) employing six immediate
neighbour points for mean distance estimation.

After segmentation, the LW accumulation point cloud model was
imported into MeshLab (Cignoni et al., 2008) version2016.12, for
point normal computation and screened Poisson surface reconstruc-
tion (PSR). Point normals were estimated with respect to their sur-
face position, taking consideration of the closest 60 points for each
point in the 3D point cloud, which provided the best performance
for the randomly arranged cylindrical dowels. The initial surface
meshing was then conducted using PSR, with a reconstruction
depth of 12. PSR (Kazhdan et al., 2006; Kazhdan and Hoppe, 2013)
has proven to be very robust to noise, and a reliable surface recon-
struction algorithm (Wolff et al., 2016). We used a scale factor of
1.0, and kept all further parameters as default, showing an adaptive
octree depth of five, conjugate gradient depth of zero, minimum
number of samples of 1.5, and an interpolation weight of four for
the screened Poisson equation.

Faces were filtered according an optimum threshold of edge length;
values ranged between 5 and 10 mm, depending onmodel complexity.
This criteria for face selectionwas used to avoid creating holes in the ac-
cumulation surface, whilst removing large faces that were generated at
the edges of the accumulation during the PSR meshing procedure. All
non-manifold faces, and isolated pieces smaller than 10% of the largest
of the mesh pieces, were filtered out of the mesh model. Any holes in
the model surface were then closed. The final mesh models showed a
large number (~106) of faces. To achieve a more efficient workflow,
the relatively big mesh models were simplified to a maximum number
of 105 faces. This was achieved via a re-meshing process: Quadric Edge
Collapse Decimation in MeshLab, using a target number of 100,000
faces. Our simplification procedure further considered the optimal posi-
tion of vertices and post-simplification cleaning at a quality threshold of
0.3. The resulting accumulationmodelsmaintained rich surface features
at a reasonable face count.

Because neither PSR, nor the ‘Close Hole’ algorithm in MeshLab, are
able to close the bottom of the accumulation models, the simplified
mesh models were imported into Meshmixer (2018) version 3.5.474.
Meshmixer is a freely available mesh editing software from Autodesk,
especially designed for triangle meshes. The ‘Erase and Fill’ tool allows
for the selection of the mesh edge and closing of the mesh bottom.
Our workflow used the smooth MVC (mean value coordinates) setting,
without refining or smoothing themodel. This procedure inMeshmixer
enabled the creation of entirely closed ‘watertight’ accumulation mesh
models, which are essential for determining 3D volume of the accumu-
lation model (Wang et al., 2018).

3.4. Accumulation assessment

Three approaches for volume estimation of LW accumulations were
employed. First, a 3D geometric volume of each accumulation was
assessed based on the quantity of dowels in each size class, and their re-
spective lengths and diameters. Next, SfM photogrammetrywas used to
assess 2.5D and 3D model volume. 2.5D volume estimates are a well-
established technique for volumetric estimates in industry and
geosciences based on digital elevation models (DEMs) (Milan et al.,
2007; Lague et al., 2013; Steeb et al., 2017; Nourbakhshbeidokhti
et al., 2019). Pix4Dmapper offers a 2.5D approach for volume estimates
(Pix4Dmapper, 2018). The accuracy depends on the model resolution,
which is interpreted as ground sampling distance (GSD). The 2.5D vol-
ume (henceforth referred to as referred to as ‘2.5D Pix4D Volume’) is
computed by integrating the product of GSD and vertical distances
from individual basal grid elements to the top of the mesh model sur-
face. The generation of a basal grid involves interpolating themost likely
ground topography beneath the accumulation; this is straightforward in
the laboratory, but would be more complex in the field.

We have previously shown that 2.5D volume does not consider void
space inside of LW accumulations and only accounts for a very limited
amount of void space accessible from the surface (Spreitzer et al.,
2020a). For this reason, elaboration of 3Dmodels could bemore benefi-
cial andmay present ameans to increase accuracy of volumetric assess-
ment in LW research. Our procedure for the generation of meshmodels
for LW accumulations has been outlined above, and considers the entire
mesh editing and processing pipeline by means of freely-available
meshing software packages (e.g. CloudCompare,MeshLab,Meshmixer).
To compute geometric measures for 3D volume estimation, the water-
tight accumulation models were imported into MeshLab. Here, the vol-
umetric result, based on PSR meshing, is designated as the ‘3D PSR
Volume’.

Subtracting the 3D geometric volume (3D, geo) from the computed
bulk volumes (2.5D or 3D, PSR), provides an assessment of accumula-
tion porosity. Porosity was estimated for both the 2.5D model
(Eq. (1)) and the 3D model (Eq. (2)), as a ratio of void volume (Vv)
over total volume (bulk volume, Vtot). LW accumulations are complex
and a certain level of randomness applies to the depositional behaviour.
Based on the uniform cylindrical shape of our applied dowels, with as-
pect ratios (L/D; dowel length L, and diameter D) varying from 7 to
33, the expected porosity of disordered (random) packing arrange-
ments (showing 50 and more dowels), is lower than 85% and higher
than 35%, according to mathematical models (Zou and Yu, 1996; Rahli
et al., 1999; Zhang et al., 2006; Liu et al., 2018), with a typical porosity
of 60±10%. To date, the lowest achievable porosity of cylinder accumu-
lations is 9.31% (does not consider entrapped OFM, sediments, etc.),
with regards to the densest packing arrangement of circles in a 2D
plane (Trovato et al., 2007).

n2:5D ¼ Vv

Vtot
¼ 100

V2:5D; Pix4D−V3D;geo

V2:5D; Pix4D
%ð Þ ð1Þ
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n3D ¼ 100
V3D;PSR−V3D;geo

V3D;PSR
%ð Þ ð2Þ

4. Results

Two initial tests (A1 and A2), for verification of the SfM photogram-
metry methodology, were conducted with dry conditions in the flume.
The first 10 flume runs introduced 521 dowels at a peak discharge of
20 L s−1; 60% of these resulted in sizeable LW accumulations (N50
dowels) and were declared successful (A3 to A8). In the next 10 runs
(50 L s−1), 80% of the experiments were considered to be successful
(A9 to A16). The final set of experiments introduced 1769 dowels at a
peak discharge rate of 75 L s−1. Two out of the three experiments
(A17 and A18)were considered to be successful. In the course of our ex-
periment, we observed changes in packing arrangements of the water-
worked LW accumulations at different stages along the simulated flood
hydrograph.

4.1. LW interception and passing rate

Run A7 resulted in the smallest accumulation (108 dowels; 21% of
the feed) of the first experimental runs (521 dowels at 20 L s−1). Run
A3 retained the most wooden dowels, showing an interception ratio
of 57% (295 dowels). The distribution of fine LW in the accumulations
varied between a quarter and a third of the supplied wood, while stan-
dard sized dowels made up the rest, for this series of experimental runs
(Fig. 2).

Accumulations A9 to A16, with a peak discharge of 50 L s−1,
intercepted a minimum of 50 (A9) up to a maximum of 234 dowels
(A15). This experimental series showed similar accumulation ratios to
the experiments using 20 L s−1, with only one exception, accumulation
A9, which retained 94% of standard LW in the accumulation. The
smallest accumulation also contained the smallest number of fine LW
pieces (2%), and resulted in the lowest interception ratio of 10%. Of in-
terest is the relatively high interception ratio (4%) of coarse LW for the
smallest dowel formation, amongst all the others.

The number of dowels for the accumulations A17 and A18 ranged
from 414 up to 691 dowels. Results further revealed high amounts of
fine LW, in both dowel accumulations (60 and 70%), at a ratio of 2 to
3% for coarse LW.
Fig. 3. Point cloudmodels of a single design dowel (a), from a side perspective (b) and for Pix4D
cloud with from side view (f) and the mesh model in Pix4D (g) as well as PSR (h).Volume esti
4.2. LW accumulation volume and porosity

We computed 2.5D and 3D volumes of dowel accumulation struc-
tures, which had been formed by a range of flow magnitudes. The first
two calibration tests were performed with individual (A1; Fig. 3a, c
and i) and paired design dowels (A2; Fig. 3e, g and i), which were man-
ually placed in the channel and scanned viamulti-camera array. The test
using onedesign dowel revealed a 2.5D Pix4D volume of 0.115 10−3m3,
and 3DPSR volume computation resulted in 0.104 10−3m3. The 3Dgeo-
metric volume of one design dowel was calculated to 0.102 10−3 m3.
2.5D volume for the paired design dowels resulted in 0.313 10−3 m3,
while the 3D PSR volume showed 0.241 10−3 m3. Volumetric results
allow for estimation of accumulation porosity using Eqs. (1) and (2). Po-
rosity estimates based on the 2.5D approach, Eq. (1), revealed 11% for a
single dowel (A1) and 35% for the paired dowels (A2), as shown in
Fig. 4. In contrast, the 3D PSR volumes resulted in porosity parameters
of 2% for accumulation A1 (Fig. 3d) and 16% for A2 (Fig. 3h).

Throughout the course of the experiments, 16 water-worked dowel
accumulations were formed, strongly varying in volume, across all flow
magnitudes. Accumulations formed by the lowest flow magnitude had
3D geometric volumes ranging from 2.92 (A8) to 5.54 10−3 m3 (A3),
see Table A.1. For accumulations formed at a discharge of 20 L s−1, the
computed 3D PSR volume varied from 6.56 to 14.74 10−3 m3. The
2.5D Pix4D approach resulted in volumes ranging from 7.00 to 16.50
10−3 m3. At a discharge of 50 L s−1, 3D geometric volume varied from
1.90 (A9) to 5.72 10−3 m3 (A15)with a computed 3D PSR volume rang-
ing from 3.89 to 15.58 10−3 m3, and 2.5D Pix4D volume 4.75 to 16.26
10−3 m3. Accumulation volumes from both experimental series of
runs, using 20 and 50 L s−1, showed large variations in size, offering
no clear correlation between flow magnitudes and accumulation vol-
ume. Accumulations A17 and A18 were formed at a flow magnitude of
75 L s−1 showing a reference volume of 8.78 and 7.18 10−3 m3. 3D
PSR volume for the largest of our water worked accumulations resulted
in 22.84 and 22.01 10−3 m3, which was again slightly overestimated
from the 2.5D Pix4D approach (28.24 and 24.51 10−3 m3). Detailed vol-
umes are presented in Table A.1.

With increasing 3D geometric volume, volumetric deviations in-
crease for both the 2.5D Pix4D and 3D PSR method. Deviations related
to the 3D PSR approach range from 2 (A1) up to 67% (A18), while the
2.5D Pix4D method shows larger deviations for every accumulation.
These deviations are a measure of accumulation porosity, according to
Eqs. (1) and (2). Differences between the 2.5D and 3D PSR approaches
were significant for elementary and smaller accumulation structures
mesh (c) and PSRmodel (d). A top view of paired design dowels from top view (e), point
mates in Pix4D for individual and paired dowels are displayed on the right (i).



Fig. 4.Volumetric results of the experimental LWaccumulations are ranked in order of increasing geometric volume (3D). Accumulation volumesA1 andA2aremagnifiedby a factor of 10.
Other LW accumulations were generated by a 20, 50 or 75 L s−1 (L) discharge and had a feed of either 521 or 1769 dowels (A3 to A18).
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(10 to 20%), with a decreasing trend as 3D geometric volumes increase.
In the course of our experiments, deviations settled between the 60 and
70% range (Fig. 4).

5. Discussion

5.1. Assessment of water-worked LW accumulations

5.1.1. Depositional rates of scaled wooden dowels
The difference in LW dowel count, between smallest and largest

dowel accumulation, was 187 dowels for experiments with a peak dis-
charge of 20 L s−1, and 184 dowels for 50 L s−1. The dowel accumula-
tions that formed at 20 and 50 L s−1 in the flume environment
showed log counts that were consistent with field studies in the
north-eastern United States: 20 LW accumulations were studied,
which comprised 20 to 305 individual LWpieces (Thompson, 2012). Ex-
periments A17 and A18 were run with a maximum magnitude of
75 L s−1 and a total wood load of 1769 dowels, according to Table 1.
The overall interception ratios align with our previous experiments,
using a flow magnitude of 20 and 50 L s−1: see Fig. 2 (60–70% fine
LW, 2–3% coarse LW).

Each of the dowel accumulations (A3 to A18) comprised coarse LW
pieces, ranging from 1 to 4% (by count)with regards to the entire dowel
accumulation. Coarse LW, in particular very longwood pieces in relation
to channel width, have been shown to significantly influence accumula-
tion behaviour (Keller and Swanson, 1979; Lienkaemper and Swanson,
1987). In total, between 10 and 57% (Fig. 2) of the entire dowel feed ac-
cumulated immediately upstreamof the bridge; all formationswere ini-
tiated by the bridge pier. These relatively large interception ratios align
with observations in the field, wheremassive LW jams developed in the
course of a single flood event (Lucía et al., 2015; Cave et al., 2017;
Phillips et al., 2018). The largest number of dowels were intercepted
during experiments that applied a peak discharge of 20 L s−1, whereas
the lowest number of dowels resulted from a discharge of 50 L s−1.
The two experiments that led to the development of a dowel accumula-
tion at 75 L s−1 (A17 and A18), revealed interception rates of approxi-
mately one third of the entire available wood load.

There was a difference of only one dowel between accumulation A5
(20 L s−1), and A16 (50 L s−1), compare Table A.1. Similar dowel count
at different discharges were also found for accumulations A4 and A13
(two dowels), as well as A7 and A10 (three dowels). Marked variations
in accumulation complexity across the full range of experimental dis-
chargeswere observed, offering no clear correlation between flowmag-
nitude and interception rate. None of our experiments resulted in a
channel-spanning blockage, which was not unexpected, as all of the
dowels were shorter than the channel width, and accumulated at a re-
stricted cross-section in the channel (Diehl, 1997; Mazzorana et al.,
2011; Panici and de Almeida, 2018). Furthermore, literature reveals
that accumulation behaviour depends on existing obstructions in the
channel and wood characteristics (e.g. rootwads, branches) (Abbe and
Montgomery, 1996; Braudrick and Grant, 2001), whereas the wooden
dowels in this study had the simplest possible geometry; no rootwads
or branches, and clean cuts, such as often found in New Zealand stream
systems. LW accumulation processes are strongly driven by complex
flow regimes and wood geometries (Manners et al., 2007; Gschnitzer
et al., 2017; Schalko et al., 2019b), which still require extensive research
to better predict log deposition and accumulation formation processes.

5.1.2. Accumulation volume vs dowel count
Previous studies have revealed that high flow events may redistrib-

ute LW in channels, while removing old wood and depositing newma-
terial in existing LW accumulations (Lienkaemper and Swanson, 1987).
Although redistribution occurs in our experiments, similar structures
are formed in the course of each flood event (Evans et al., 1993). Despite
the similar mode of formation, there was no clear correlation between
flow magnitude and the size of dowel accumulation. Accumulations
A17 and A18 retained up to almost three times the number of dowels
as previous experiments, and the 3D geometric volumes (7.18 to 8.78



Fig. 5. The relationship between 3D Geometric Volume (volume of individual dowels)
versus two techniques for estimating the envelope volume of the deposit. The 2.5D
technique consistently provides about three times the geometric volume, whereas the
3D PSR technique conforms more closely to the deposit and has a lower volume. This
relationship provides a means of determining the porosity of the deposit: about 66%
void space, according to the 2.5D technique.
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10−3m3), aswell as the 2.5D and 3D PSR volumes, were consistentwith
the trend of previous experiments.

Because of the different size classes of dowels used, the 3Dgeometric
volume does not exactly coincidewith the number of dowels that make
up the accumulations. A7 shows a larger volume than A8, despite being
comprised of fewer dowels, at a flow magnitude of 20 l s−1. The same
applies to accumulations A4 and A5. Due to log orientation and geomet-
ric alignment complexities ‘packing matrix’ during the accumulation
processes (Braudrick and Grant, 2001; Abbe and Montgomery, 2003),
differences in 3D geometric volume may be relatively small (b 4% or
0.1 10−3 m3), while the computed volumes can show variations of 16
to 20% (~1.5 10−3 m3) (compare A7 and A8 (20 L s−1) in Table A.1).
This effect was also observed for accumulations formed at higher dis-
charge rates of 50 L s−1: compare accumulation A13 and A16, as well
as across the flow magnitudes. Accumulation A11 (50 L s−1) retained
144 dowels, which is 36 more than A7 (20 L s−1), and yet A7 shows a
larger 3D geometric volume. The opposite is observed for accumulations
A3 (5.54 10−3 m3) and A15 (5.72 10−3 m3) at flow magnitudes of 20
and 50 L s−1, (Table A.1). A3 shows the smallest volume of the two,
whilst having 61 dowels less than A15. However, we found individual
cases that show similar 3D geometric, as well as 3D PSR volumes (A8
and A11) and 2.5D Pix4D volumes (A7 and A10; A13 and A16; see
Table A.1).

Results revealed that the computed 3D PSR volume correlates very
well to the number of accumulated dowels, with only one major excep-
tion, accumulation A17. The number of elements comprising a LWaccu-
mulation can significantly contribute to the complexity of the
accumulation skeleton (Shields, 2001; Pagliara and Carnacina, 2010;
Thompson, 2012), containing more void spaces at the inside of the
jam formation, which are difficult to capture. Our experiments, ranging
from 20 to 75 l s−1, revealed an evenly related proportional deviation
scale with the size of the accumulation, for both the 2.5D and 3D assess-
ment techniques (Fig. 4 and Fig. 5).

5.1.3. 2.5D vs 3D assessment
In each of our experiments, the 3D geometric volume was

overestimated by the 3D PSR method, and even further overestimated
by the 2.5D Pix4D method, which was expected (Spreitzer et al.,
2020a). This is also consistent with the assumptions inherent in the
2.5D approach (Verbree and Van Oosterom, 2003; Pix4DMapper,
2018). Absolute differentials between 3D PSR and 2.5D Pix4D volumes
generally reached values of up to 2.5 10−3 m3 (A11 and A18), with a
maximum of 5.4 10−3 m3 (A17), indicating clearly that in all of our ex-
periments the 3D PSR approach performed better in capturing volumes.
The reason for the improved performance of the 3Dmethod is, again, re-
lated to the higher fidelity capture of void spaces from all angles of the
accumulation surface (Glasbey et al., 1991; Lian et al., 2012). Overhang-
ing features and void spaces at the periphery of the deposit are not re-
solved when applying the 2.5D approach (Jones et al., 2008; Spreitzer
et al., 2020a).

The 3D PSR approach performed reasonably accurately for a single
dowel A1 (102% of 3D geometric volume), however, the 2.5D Pix4D ap-
proach more severely overestimated the reference 3D geometric vol-
ume (113%; compare A1 and A2 in Table A.1). For the paired wooden
dowels (A2), deviations from the reference arose for both methods, al-
though the deviations in the case of the 3D PSR approach were less
(119%) than those from the 2.5D Pix4D approach (154%). Porosity for
these elementary structures are slightly larger than observed in previ-
ous laboratory studies on LW accumulation volumes (Spreitzer et al.,
2020a). More complex LW accumulations revealed higher deviation
(detailed parameters on the overestimation are presented in
Table A.1), while accumulation A18 showed a maximum for the 3D
PSR (306%) aswell as 2.5D Pix4D approach (341%). This overestimation
is most likely related to nadir image acquisition - as obtained in aerial
surveys, such as taken from drones (Rusnák et al., 2018), helicopters
(Dietrich, 2016) and planes (Smikrud and Prakash, 2006) - compared
to ‘oblique’ images captured from various sub-vertical angles, as used
in previous studies (Rossi et al., 2017; Spreitzer et al., 2019b; Spreitzer
et al., 2020a).

In the present study we found that the 2.5D technique consistently
provides about three times ‘3×’ the 3D Geometric Volume (a regression
yields R2 = 0.98; see Fig. 5), providing a practical guideline for photo-
grammetric work on water-worked accumulations that consist mainly
of larger, structuralmembers. A porosity of ~66%, represents a fairly typ-
ical value for such deposits in LW literature (Livers et al., 2015; Dixon,
2016), though it is likely an upper boundary for porosity in coherent
LW accumulations. Our porosity estimates for the accumulation skele-
tons, using a SfM photogrammetry approach, are consistentwith poros-
ity approximations in mathematical models of cylindrical rods with
similar aspect ratios (Liu et al., 2018; Freeman et al., 2019). As interstitial
material accumulates within the deposit, void space will tend to de-
crease; see Sanhueza et al. (2019). A power relationship can be consid-
ered (most upper estimates sit above the trend line; an exponent of
~1.22 provides a better fit), but we used a linear trend here for the lim-
ited range of accumulation volumes we tested.

5.1.4. LW accumulation compression and relaxation
In assessing the formation of the dowel accumulations, it was ob-

served that the packing structure changed, during the waning stage of
each run. In the present work we defined the ‘relaxation’ process as
the settling of recently jammed wooden elements (the LW accumula-
tion) with dropping water levels. The opposite effect was called ‘com-
pression’. During peak discharge, dynamic forces acting on LW
elements (Manners et al., 2007; Shields and Alonso, 2012) may trans-
form the nature of the structure. Medium density and wood moisture
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content (often related to wood age) affect the buoyancy of the wooden
material (Ruiz-Villanueva et al., 2016a), resulting in floating LW accu-
mulations, similar to the experimental setup of a recent study on LW re-
tention structures (Schalko et al., 2019b).

In our study, compression and relaxation effects correspond with
flood magnitude (Fig. 6). Individual dowels (marked-up ellipses),
which are embedded into the accumulation, were identified and
tracked to reveal compression and relaxation processes at varying dis-
charge rates. Compression and alignment processes were observed
with increasing flow magnitude (compare Fig. 6a to c). At peak dis-
charge, the accumulation reached a stagnation point, resulting in a sta-
ble dowel accumulation. With decreasing water level, the LW
accumulation experienced a longitudinal expansion in the upstream di-
rection, reaching a relaxation point at base discharge (4 L s−1). The re-
laxation point at the rising limb was reached at 50 L s−1, see
stagnation and relaxation line in Fig. 6b, c and f.

Identifying compression and relaxation processes of LW accumula-
tions at varying flow magnitudes is important to better understand
and assess log formations, as the structure of the accumulation body
may change in terms of porosity that could affect discharge behavior
at the restricted cross-section (Heede et al., 1972; Gregory et al., 1985;
Pagliara and Carnacina, 2010; Gschnitzer et al., 2017; Schalko et al.,
2018) and channel morphology (Keller and Swanson, 1979; Gippel
et al., 1996). Accordingly, at high flow conditions, LW accumulations
Fig. 6.Development of a LWaccumulation (A17) consisting of individual dowels starting from th
falling limb back to base discharge 4 L s−1 (4 L) in (f), at the critical cross section (bridgewith ce
whereas the two red lines indicate the relaxation area of the LW accumulation during recessio
may show a higher compactness than at a stage of low discharge
(Manners et al., 2007), and at a time when LW accumulations are usu-
ally assessed.

5.2. Practical outcomes

Porosity estimates can be effectively obtained for elementary accu-
mulation structures using SfM photogrammetry (Spreitzer et al.,
2020a), however, currently available surface reconstruction algorithms
are limited in providing deeper insight into complex LW accumulations.
Our experiments have shown that the number of dowels incorporated
into an accumulation linearly align with accumulation porosity for
both the 3D PSR and the 2.5D Pix4D approach.With increasing accumu-
lation size and dowel count, however, porosity estimates become more
difficult and vague using solely SfM photogrammetry. This is a similar
observation to the ‘rectangular approach’, which considers the air-
wood volume.

The 2.5D model approach was shown to provide a reliable and effi-
cient tool for bulk volume estimation (Pix4Dmapper, 2018), and out-
performs conventional approaches of rough volumetric estimates
based on log count and measurements (Cordova et al., 2006; Tonon
et al., 2018), as well as the air-wood rectangular approach introduced
and used by Piegay (1993), Boivin et al. (2015) and Lucía et al. (2015).
The 3D PSR model approach considered some of the accessible
e rising limb at 20 L s−1 (20 L) in (a), reaching peakdischarge 75 L s−1 (75 L) in (c), and the
ntral pier) from top view perspective. The blue line indicates a reference line at the bridge,
n from peak discharge (c) to base discharge 4 L s−1 (f).
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overhanging void spaces (Carrea et al., 2015), resulting in somewhat
more accurate volume computation than 2.5D Pix4D.

As our laboratory studies have revealed, currently available tech-
niques enable accurate surface reconstruction, yet the SfM photogram-
metry workflow could not effectively capture the porosity from 3D
models due to a lack of more deeply oblique and sub-vertical images
of the accumulation (Rossi et al., 2017; Vacca et al., 2017). With the ap-
plication of more advanced meshing algorithms, such as have been ap-
plied in the reconstruction of vegetation (Hosoi et al., 2013; Raumonen
et al., 2013; Hackenberg et al., 2015; Hétroy-Wheeler et al., 2016), the
workflow presented here could be significantly improved. These
meshing algorithms may enable more complete detection of LW ele-
ments in an accumulation, enabling a fuller reconstruction of the log
skeleton, similar to the mesh model of A17, displayed in Fig. 7. Porous
space inside the bounded region may then be determined on the basis
of geometric relations and properties from two and three dimensional
surfaces, revealing accessible void spaces (Virgin et al., 1996; Thovert
et al., 2001; Sumanasooriya et al., 2010). These algorithms could fur-
thermore help to reconstruct irregular porous structures (Naderi et al.,
2019), providingmore precise porosity estimates, aswell as quantifying
OFM. Such advances are helpful for tasks such as in-streamwood inven-
tories, or setting boundary conditions for hydraulicmodelling (Manners
et al., 2007; Pagliara and Carnacina, 2010; Lai, 2016).

Our initial calibration test, using two design dowels for calibration,
clearly revealed the effects of a lack of oblique and lateral images, show-
ing an overestimation in volume by 15.8% (Fig. 4), whereas almost iden-
tical volumes were achieved for a similar setup with sufficiently high
photo count of aerial ‘nadir’ and oblique images (Spreitzer et al.,
Fig. 7. Accumulation A17, displayed as mes
2020a), also see Fig. 8. As our image datasets in this manuscript exclu-
sively considered aerial images, which resulted in considerable volume
deviations, we recommend the use of a mixture of aerial and side-
looking images to better resolve LW accumulations (Rossi et al., 2017;
Vacca et al., 2017). Thismay be of particular importance for large log for-
mations in the channel, which have been registered during aerial flights,
yet require a larger image count in order to increase model accuracy for
LW accumulation assessment (Steeb et al., 2017).

Experimental results show that even for these elementary LW accu-
mulations, the applied PSRmethod cannot fully resolve the occluded ge-
ometry from aerial photogrammetry models. With this experimental
study we show that the 3D approach performs slightly better than the
2.5D approach, yet the achieved outcome, considering exclusively aerial
image datasets, is not sufficiently accurate for reliable volumetric as-
sessment. However, based on the 3D geometric volume and the com-
puted volumes, estimates of LW accumulation porosity can be made
(Fig. 5). Given the accessibility of aerial/UAV photogrammetric tech-
niques, we anticipate that further improving the relationship between
envelope volume and the porosity of water-worked LW accumulation
structures will be an important frontier in further LW inventory work.

In providingmore information about void spaces inside of LW accu-
mulations, which represent a substantial part of the deposit that poten-
tially affects flow hydraulics (Manners et al., 2007; Pagliara and
Carnacina, 2010), LW-related challenges such as backwater effects and
flow diversion can be better tackled. The consistency in porosity of LW
accumulation skeletons, such as revealed in this study with roughly
66%, may be used as a correction factor for pore space and finer debris
for reconnaissance-scale work on LW inventories. Previous studies
h model in top (a) and front view (b).



Fig. 8. LW accumulation porosity respecting packing arrangement and component mixtures. The lowest achievable porosity for uniformly shaped cylinders is 9%. For a given volume of
woody elements, porosity of the accumulation decreases as smaller elements (e.g. organic fine material – OFM, sediments) increasingly occupy interstitial spaces. Random mixtures of
woody elements are typically around 70% or lower, while individual structural members can show lower porosities too (10–30%); we have placed indicative values from the published
literature on the chart based on a subjective assessment of the packing arrangements and mixtures as indicated in the accompanying text or photos.
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have discussed porosity parameters, ranging from 13% (Sanhueza et al.,
2019) to 90% (Thevenet et al., 1998), yet LW accumulations are com-
plex, as (i) interstitial space can be empty (air), partly or completely
filled with finer biotic and abiotic detritus (Thevenet et al., 1998;
Linstead, 2001), (ii) redistribution of LW materials may occur during
floods (Lienkaemper and Swanson, 1987; Evans et al., 1993), and (iii)
LWaccumulationsmay undergo amatrix transformation (e.g. compres-
sion, relaxation) affecting the packing process during rising and falling
hydrographs. Fig. 8 provides an illustration of howLWaccumulation po-
rosity may be related to packing matrices and material diversity. In
Fig. 8, we considered porosity parameters for LW accumulations from
existing literature and our laboratory studies. The stated porosity pa-
rameters are furthermore consistent with mathematical models of ran-
dom cylinder arrangements, revealing porosities of 60 ± 10% for
uniform cylindrical accumulations (Zou and Yu, 1996; Rahli et al.,
1999; Zhang et al., 2006; Liu et al., 2018). Accordingly, porous space in-
side the jam formation decreases with higher compactness of the for-
mation matrix and with a larger range of materials. While Sanhueza
et al. (2019) stated that LW accumulation porosity must be very low
(13%), Thevenet et al. (1998) suggested that accumulation porosity
must be lower than 90%, for similar LW accumulations – showing that
LW accumulations are complex and difficult to generalise.

6. Conclusions

In this experimental study we provide estimates of wood content
and porosity within LW accumulations of a given volume, as assessed
with photogrammetric survey techniques. We introduced a reliable
evaluation method for LW accumulation assessment, based on the rela-
tionship between two ‘envelope volume’ meshing techniques and the
geometry of constituent components. The 2.5D Pix4D and 3D Poisson
Screen Reconstruction meshing techniques have trade-offs in terms of
the detail achieved (3D PSR is more detailed) and the time required to
generate a volume (2.5D via Pix4D is faster), but both offer insights
into the overall geometry of the deposit, and provide an accurate bulk
volume that can then be used to generate an estimate of wood content.
The main findings and conclusions are:

i.) We provide novel results of semi-automated LW accumulation
volume and porosity estimates that outperform conventionally
appliedmethods, such as log or parallelepiped approach. By con-
sidering exclusively aerial datasets for photogrammetric model
generation, the 3D watertight mesh technique performed
slightly better (up to 20% for elementary accumulations and up
to 10% formore complex accumulations) than the commonly ap-
plied 2.5D technique.

ii.) Complex LWaccumulations skeletons were found to have poros-
ity parameters in a range of 60 to 70% (roughly 2/3rds), indicat-
ing that void space has three times the volume of wooden
elements. This aligns well with the upper boundary of porosity
estimates as per literature, considering log jam formations in
the field.

iii.) A linear scaling relation was determined between envelope vol-
ume of the water-worked deposits (determined via SfM) and
the volume of the structural components (dowel geometry). Re-
fining this relationship for various mixtures (structural and ma-
trix materials) will provide a means for rapid assessment of
wood content in log jams.

iv.) Oblique and lateral images are important for generating accurate
true 3D photogrammetric models. Due to the limited range of
views within our laboratory setup (similar to drone- or
airplane-based perspective), point cloud reconstruction of
underhanging surfaces was quite poor, and mesh reconstruction
failed to recreate dowel geometry in proper detail. Thismay be of
particular importance for large log formations in the channel,
which have been registered during aerial flights, yet require fur-
ther images in order to resolve intersectingwooden elements, as
well as void spaces accessible from the surface, and to increase
the overall model accuracy for LW accumulation assessment.

v.) Variations and rearrangement of structural elements in the accu-
mulationmatrix does change porosity, but not accumulation vol-
ume; meaning that the envelope volume of the jam can change,
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but not the volume of constituent elements. LW accumulation
porosity is likely to be underestimated when mapped during
low flow magnitudes, due to observed compression (rising limb
of the hydrograph + LW supply) and relaxation processes of
the accumulationmatrix at the recession limb of the hydrograph.

Our experimental findings provide evidence that both 2.5D and 3D
photogrammetric techniques are beneficial for estimating LW accumu-
lation volume, and we provided a first correlation between 3D geomet-
ric volume, computed volumes (2.5D, 3D) and jamporosity for complex
log skeletons. Both tested techniques represent efficient tools that allow
for surface mapping and the generation of LW accumulation models,
which are of importance for future approximations of the hidden mass
under the surface of LW accumulations. We found that the 3D PSR ap-
proach performed better in capturing volumetric information than the
2.5D Pix4D method; in particular for elementary accumulation struc-
tures, as void spaces, which are accessible from the surface, are not con-
sidered by the 2.5D approach. However, perhaps of greater importance
is developing a robust relationship between envelope volume (however
determined) and the volume of woody elements (compactness) or void
spaces (porosity). This will vary with the composition of the deposit,
and thus a range of compositional types should be explored, in a range
of river environments.
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Our work contributes to a better understanding of LW accumula-
tions in stream systems. The 2.5D assessment technique provides an ef-
ficient workflow for rapid LW accumulation assessment, while the 3D
PSR technique is more labour intensive, but provides higher resolution
andmore accurate volume estimates. Thework presented in this article
further addresses the need for interdisciplinary approaches, such as ad-
vances inmesh computation algorithms, that allow for the generation of
LW accumulation skeletons and a significant improvement of the pro-
posed SfM photogrammetry assessment technique.
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Appendix A. Appendix
Table A.1

Results of the volumetric estimates for the formed dowel accumulations in the laboratory. Deviations for 3D PSR and 2.5D Pix4D volumes are computedwith respect to the 3D Geometric
volume.
Accumulation Flow magnitude 3D geometric volume 3D PSR volume 2.5D Pix

(L s−1)
 (10−3)
 (10−3)
4D volume
(10−3)
Over-estimation 3D PSR
(%)
Over-estimation 2.5D Pix4D
(%)
Number of dowels
(pcs.)
1
 –
 0.102
 0.104
 0.115
 102
 113
 1

2
 –
 0.203
 0.241
 0.313
 119
 154
 2

3
 20
 5.54
 14.74
 16.50
 266
 298
 295

4
 20
 4.21
 10.82
 10.96
 257
 260
 183

5
 20
 4.54
 11.85
 12.35
 261
 272
 173

6
 20
 5.07
 13.60
 13.89
 268
 274
 227

7
 20
 3.03
 8.30
 8.34
 274
 275
 108

8
 20
 2.92
 6.56
 7.00
 225
 240
 138

9
 50
 1.90
 3.89
 4.75
 205
 250
 50

10
 50
 2.81
 5.89
 8.05
 210
 287
 105

11
 50
 2.91
 6.80
 9.29
 234
 319
 144

12
 50
 2.15
 4.78
 6.55
 223
 305
 91

13
 50
 4.56
 11.35
 13.53
 249
 297
 181

14
 50
 2.30
 5.18
 5.82
 225
 253
 102

15
 50
 5.72
 15.58
 16.26
 272
 284
 234

16
 50
 4.63
 13.35
 13.48
 288
 291
 174

17
 75
 8.78
 22.84
 28.24
 260
 322
 691

18
 75
 7.18
 22.01
 24.51
 306
 341
 414
A
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